Featured Pathway: Health Systems Management and Policy

NEW!

The HSMP Pathway will provide students with a working knowledge of the structure and function of the U.S. health care system and prepare them for leadership roles in health administration and policy.

Core components include:
- Health systems (U.S. and developed countries)
- The health workforce in the United States
- Health care financing
- Quality and variation in health care
- Population health
- Advocacy in health care

Pathway Directors:
William Hueston, MD
John Meurer, MD, MBA

Coordinator:
Hilary Chavez

Mentor Minute: Pathway Advisors needed!

New M1 students will soon select their pathways and will be seeking advisors! Please respond to their inquiries and consider accepting new advisees this year.

Our website has resources to help you in your advisor role, including Pathway descriptions & requirements, key forms & documents, and a dedicated faculty resources page.

http://www.mcw.edu/Scholarly-Pathways.htm

Contact pathways@mcw.edu to indicate your interest in serving as an advisor or project mentor. To describe a project in need of a student—use our online FORM!

Student Stars:
Congrats to students & mentors for these achievements!

Publications:

Presentations:

Awards:
- Dr. Sabina Diehr and the HOME (Homeless Outreach in Medical Education) Project team: received the Learning Resources Fund Innovation Education Project Award for 2013-14.
- Monica Stout (UCH, M4) received the USPHS 2014 Excellence in Public Health Award.

The 2014 Pathways Scholarship Forum was a great success! See the Scholarship Gallery on the Pathways website for details and abstracts.